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CCM NEWS
MARCH 2020
Hello from Overath,
Here is our latest news relating to our hand and surface disinfection products.
As you can imagine we are encountering with a very special situation with endless inquiries and subsequent orders.
We really are trying our best to handle all requests as fast as possible, and so it is important for us to update you
regularly.
Best wishes,
Bernd, Heiner, Gerd, Neil & the CCM Team.

In the past two weeks we got most inquiries and orders for hand disinfection.
Our alcohol based Dexan® hand disinfection provides the following properties:
- Highly effective
- Suitable for people who are susceptible to allergies
(no added artificial colourings or scents)
- Long-lasting "protective film" technology
- Complies with European Hospital Sanitation norms
- With Aloe Vera
Situation availability:
We are continiously producing this product, so please send us your
inquiry and we will let you know the current delivery time.

Bacoban® Long-Term Surface Disinfection
Bacoban® is a unique surface disinfectant which uses a
semi permanent nano scale layer of SiO2 (better known
as Liquid Glass).
This layer holds within it, anti pathogen agents, which are slowly released whilst
the surface is in place (up to 10 days). Not only is Bacoban® effective against
bacteria but it is also effective against a wide range of pathogens.
Bacoban® closes the hygiene gap that arises between disinfection cycles. This allows for active infection
control for an extended period.
Info about the availability:

Bacoban® water-based:
500ml bottle ready-to-use: Available at time of release of this news letter.
Concentrates: Available
Flow pack: Not available
Bacoban® alcohol-based: Available

Sachets for Surface Disinfection
There is a global demand for disinfection wipes
due to the situation with the Corona virus. As a
manufacturer of single packed wipes ("sachets")
we are spezialised in the production of your private label
wipes in sachets.

As we formulate the liquid, print the sachet foil inhouse and produce all products at one location, we can offer you a quick and
professional service, with short delivery times.

Advantages of supply model:
- Unique Bacoban® long-term surface disinfection with a proven efficacy of up to 10 days (see below)
- short production time
- workable MOQs
- Products "Made in Germany"
Please send us your inquiries and we come back to you with our offer.

Mobile phone sanitizer
Unique Long Term Phone Sanitizer
Neutralizes pathogens (Bacteria, Viruses and Fungi)
Quick and easy-to-apply
Easy-to-clean
Provides a super smooth surface
Medical grade technology, used in
hospitals throughout the world
Prevents re-contamination
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